Abstract: Computed tomography angiography (CTA) of carotid arteries and vertebrobasilar system is a standardized procedure with excellent image quality, but radiation exposure remains a matter of concern. The aim of this study is to examine to what extent radiation dose can be lowered in relation to a standard protocol by simulating examinations with lower tube currents applying a dedicated software.
INTRODUCTION
A ngiography of a patient's head and neck vessel anatomy is indispensable in medicine not only for evaluating vascularrelated pathologies like aneurysms, malformations, or atherosclerosis, but also for reliably assessing the vascularization of a particular anatomic region before surgical procedures.
While digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is still considered the gold standard, it has increasingly been replaced by computed tomography angiography (CTA) or magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) during the last years. The main reason for the shift to CTA is the rapid technical evolution in hardware and software, allowing even smaller imaging centers to perform high-quality vessel imaging. During the last decade, CTA came up with substantial progress in terms of accuracy in stenosis 1 and aneursym detection. 2 In terms of aneurysm detection, CTA is comparable to DSA and in some instances superior to MRA. 3 Ultrasound has significant value in carotid artery examinations but features major constraints in terms of intracranial vessel disease.
Applying a standardized CTA procedure, the acquired data are highly reproducible, allowing high-resolution noninvasive vascular imaging. Moreover, CTA is not associated with neurologic complications as with DSA, though the complication rate in DSA is considerably low. 4 Nonetheless, public awareness regarding the potential long-term risks of ionizing radiation is present. 5 It has been demonstrated that the applied dose of ionizing radiation correlates linearly with the number of DNA double-strand breaks. 6 According to the suggested linear no-threshold model, any dose, no matter how small, can induce cancer, 7 claiming application of ionizing radiation according to the as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) principle.
Radiation dose is directly proportional to the tube current, 8 whereas image noise is inversely proportional to the square root of the tube current. 9 Hence, lowering the tube current proportionally lowers the radiation dose while simultaneously increasing image noise disproportionately.
With consideration of the excellent image quality achievable with state-of-the-art CTA, the question arises to what extent radiation exposure can be reduced by decreasing tube current without risking diagnostic image quality.
The aim of this study was to examine to what extent tube current can be lowered in CTAs of the carotid arteries and the vertebrobasilar system in relation to the established standard protocol. For this purpose, a dedicated algorithm 10, 11 was used to simulate an examination of the identical anatomical region with lower radiation exposure and offering the ability to directly compare the resulting datasets with respect to image quality and noise.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Dose Simulation
There are 2 principle sources for noise in computed tomography (CT) images: quantum noise and electronic noise. 12 The quantum noise is determined by the number of incident photons collected by the detector. The electronic noise is the result of fluctuation in the electronic components of the data acquisition system. 13 Electronic noise can be neglected in higher dose scans but becomes important in ultra-low-dose scans. When the number of photons (determining quantum noise) is reduced to the level where the detected signal is as small as the signal from electronic noise, the images will have significantly degraded quality. Photon starvation artifacts occur in ultra-low-dose situations. Therefore, it is desirable to reduce the level of electronic noise in order to improve the image quality in low-dose examinations, which requires the refinement of all electronic components in the x-ray detection system. 13 Measured x-ray raw data projection represents the object attenuation that can be defined as the ratio of incident source photons and penetrated photons.
In a scan which is reduced in dose by a factor <1 an equally lowered amount of penetrating photons can be expected. In these cases, the increasing noise contribution associated with a lowered number of penetrating photons can be resembled by mathematical methods.
The prototype reconstruction platform ReconCT (version 13.0.0.1, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) is a developmental tool of the manufacturer for algorithm predevelopment with high flexibility. The scanner established processing steps of a standard reconstruction chain (e.g. data processing, weighted filtered backprojection, and image filtering) are built into ReconCT in an identical fashion and only novel contributions, like the noise insertion capabilities, are added as additional features. It allows the reading of raw data and insertion of extra noise based on properly scaled Poissondistributed random numbers. For this purpose, the quantum noise contribution and an additional scaled normal distributed random number component simulating the electronic noise are taken into account, followed by a subsequent reconstruction of CT images from this data.
To optimize results, a calibration step for quantum noise simulation was performed as follows: a 20-cm water phantom scan was performed in the same scan mode as the clinical data at hand with identical tube voltage and an effective tube current of 200 eff. mAs. This approach ensured the minimization of some systematic effects as detector integration times and numbers of projections per rotation were identical in the calibration step and the clinical data acquisition. From the reconstructed images of the nonmodified raw data, the image noise was determined by placing a 5 cm diameter region of interest (ROI) in the center of the calibration phantom. In an automated iterative process, the noise insertion was repeatedly performed with a target dose level of 6.25% followed by the reconstruction of the lower dose images. Repeated automatic parameter optimization was performed until the image noise reached the expected level.
The electronic noise contribution is a known parameter as the electronic detector components are known and their performance can be easily measured by a scan without x-ray and an analysis of the raw data. Therefore, no calibration was required for this contribution.
All further reconstructions of clinical data were performed based on a calibration set determined by the method described above.
A detailed description of the handling of quantum and electronic noise, tube current modulation, and bowtie filter effects is beyond the scope of this document and can be found in Yu et al. 11 
Phantom Study
Using a head phantom (3M Germany), consisting of a human skull embedded in plastic, true scans were performed with different dose protocols and compared to the results of simulated dose reductions of the same degree, respectively. Tubes filled with diluted contrast media solution (3% and 4%; 350 mg iodine/mL; Imeron, Bracco Imaging, Konstanz, Germany) were attached to the phantom to simulate contrastenhanced neck vessels ( Figure 1 ).
Scans were performed on a 128-section CT system (Definition ASþ; Siemens Healthcare) with a collimation of 128 Â 0.6 mm and a pitch of 0.6. To resemble the parameters the automatic kV selection chose in the patient study (see below), a tube voltage of 100 kV at 160, 120, 80, and 40 eff. mAs was selected. The raw data were transferred to a dedicated workstation, and images of the different tube currents were reconstructed using a soft tissue kernel (B31f), a field of view of 180 mm, a slice thickness of 0.75 mm, and an increment of 0.5 mm. Additionally, dose simulations of 75%, 50% and 25% were derived from the 160 eff. mAs dataset, resembling the true scans at 120, 80, and 40 eff. mAs.
Image analysis was performed on a standard workstation (syngo.via, VA30, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) in 3D multiplanar mode (slab thickness 1 mm, window width 700 Hounsfield unit (HU), and window center 100 HU). In each of the true scans, 10 ROIs were placed within the contrast media-filled tubes (5 ROIs/3% and 4% dilution) at the level of the skull base. These ROIs were duplicated to the matched 75%, 50%, and 25% datasets. Mean attenuation (HU) and standard deviation (HU) were noted, and standard deviation was considered as a measure of noise.
Patient Study
A total of 30 patients (7 females and 23 males) with a mean age of 68 years (range: 49-85 years) scheduled for CTA of the supra-aortic vessels were consecutively included in this prospective study. All patients had the suspicion of stenosis of the carotid arteries. Of these, 14 patients had a history of prior neck surgery. All studies were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and in coordination with institutional board guidelines of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient.
Computed Tomography Angiography/Scanning Protocol
The CTA scans were performed on the same CT system as the phantom measurements. The scan range included the lateral ventricles to the aortic arch. Scanner settings were as follows: Collimation 128 Â 0.6 mm, pitch 0. Circulation time was individually calculated by using a test bolus injection with 10 mL contrast media solution at a flow rate of 4 mL/s, chased by a 40-mL saline bolus at the same flow rate. The ROI to determine the bolus arrival time (BAT) was placed in the aortic arch. The individual start delay of the diagnostic scan was calculated by using the formula BAT þ 2 seconds. Fifty milliliters of contrast media solution followed by a 40-mL saline flush were injected at the same flow rate of 4 mL/s for the diagnostic scans. Tube voltage (kV) and current (mAs), CT dose index volume (CTDIvol, milligray [mGy]), and dose-length product (DLP, mGy Âcm) were recorded from the patient protocol for the diagnostic scans.
The raw data were transferred to a dedicated dose simulation workstation, and anonymized images were reconstructed at a level of 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% of the initial dose using a soft tissue kernel (B31f), a field of view of 180 mm, a slice thickness of 0.75 mm, and an increment of 0.5 mm.
Objective Image Analysis
Objective image analysis was performed on a standard workstation (see above) in 3D multiplanar mode (slab thickness 1 mm, window width 700 HU, and window center 100 HU). One radiology fellow (SE; 2 years of experience in neurovascular imaging) placed ROIs centrally within the vessel lumen on axial images, covering about two-thirds of the cross-sectional area. This was done in the right-sided common carotid arteries at the level of the shoulders, cranial the shoulders, in the carotid bifurcation, and in the lacerum (C3) segment of the internal carotid artery in the 100% dose images. These ROIs were replicated in the matched 75%, 50%, and 25% datasets by copy and paste. The workstation then automatically provided data for this specific ROI. Mean attenuation (HU) and standard deviation (HU) were noted. Standard deviation was considered as a measure for image noise. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated by dividing the mean attenuation of the ROIs by their standard deviation.
Subjective Image Analysis
Two board certified radiologists (MK and ML; 7 and 17 years of experience in neurovascular imaging, respectively) evaluated the images blinded regarding the patient name and the degree of dose simulation in random order in separate sessions in consensus. The datasets were read interactively on a standard workstation with syngo.via in 3D multiplanar mode (slab thickness 1 mm, window width 700 HU, and window center 100 HU). Individual adjustment of window width and center was allowed. A quality score was assigned to the following vessel segments: brachiocephalic trunk, common carotid artery, carotid bifurcation, external carotid artery segments (main stem, superior thyroid artery, lingual artery, facial artery, maxillary artery, and superficial temporal artery), internal carotid artery segments (C1-C7), 14 vertebral artery segments (V1-V4), and basilar artery (n ¼ 40). All segments were analyzed in each dataset, excluding those segments that were occluded or ligated in prior rescection.
The following scoring system was used: 1 ¼ no diagnostic vessel definition; 2 ¼ poor vessel definition-diagnostic confidence significantly reduced; 3 ¼ moderate vessel definitionsufficient for diagnosis; 4 ¼ good vessel definition; and 5 ¼ excellent vessel definition. Additionally, the segments were dichotomized into nondiagnostic (no diagnostic or poor vessel definition) and diagnostic (moderate, good, and excellent vessel definition). Ten CTA studies were reevaluated 1 month later independently by readers 1 and 2 to determine interobserver agreement with the suggested scoring system.
Statistical Analysis
In the phantom study, a Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the mean attenuation of the entity of true scans at different dose levels with the mean attenuation of the simulated scans. Sign test were used to compare the standard deviations of the ROIs as a measure of noise between the true scans at 100 kV/ 160, 120, 80, and 40 eff. mAs and the matched simulations.
In the patient study, sign tests were used to compare segmental quality scores of the subjective analysis and to compare standard deviation and SNR of the objective image analysis. Interobserver agreement for subjective image analysis was determined by Cohen k statistics (no agreement
In all statistical calculations, P values .05 were considered statistically significant. All calculations were done using SPSS for Windows 20.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY).
RESULTS
Phantom Study
Three to four percent of contrast media-filled tubes resembled contrast-enhanced vessels with an average attenuation of 330.0 AE 46.0 HU in the true scans (n ¼ 40). Comparing the mean attenuation of phantom vessels yielded no significant differences between the simulated scans with 75%, 50%, and 25% of the original dose and the true scans with the same degree of radiation dose reduction (P ¼ .111 over all groups, n ¼ 30).
The difference in mean attenuation between the true and the simulated scans was not significant (P ¼ .65). While mean attenuation in vessel phantoms was not significantly altered by radiation dose reduction in simulations and true scans, the noise measured as standard deviations in ROIs increased along with radiation dose reduction.
Comparing the noise differences between true and simulated scans of vessel phantoms, we found no significant noise differences between true scans and simulated scans at all radiation dose levels (P ¼ .59 for 75%, P ¼ .81 for 50%, P ¼ .86 for 25%; see Figure 2 ). All differences in noise levels between the different radiation dose reduction levels were significant (all P < .028).
Patient Study
All 30 CTAs were performed at 100 kV using automated kV selection based on the attenuation values of the scout views. Mean tube current was 166.0 mAs (range: 119-219 mAs), mean CTDIvol (for a 32-cm CTDI phantom) was 6.55 AE 0.81 mGy (range: 4.71-8.63 mGy), and mean DLP was 211.23 AE 34.5 mGy cm (range: 142-265 mGy cm).
Objective Image Analysis
Mean attenuation, standard deviation, and SNR of the ROIs in the right-sided common carotid arteries at the level of the shoulders, cranial the shoulders, in the carotid bifurcation, and in the lacerum (C3) segment of the internal carotid artery are shown in Table 1 . Significant differences were detected for the comparisons of standard deviation (all P < .001) and SNR (all P < .001) of all dose groups.
Subjective Image Analysis
Among 4800 vessel segments (40 different vessel segments Â 30 patients Â 4 dose simulations), 4664 segments were scored and 136 segments had to be excluded from evaluation because of occlusion or prior resection. The quality scores, including percentiles, median, diagnostic, and nondiagnostic segments, are shown in Table 2 (for a visual impression, see Figure 3 ). The quality scores of the 3 lower dose simulation groups (75%, 50%, and 25% radiation dose) differed FIGURE 2. Dose reduction increases noise. Comparing the simulated levels of noise with the measured noise at dosereduced true scans revealed no significant differences (n.s.) between the noise of true (black columns) and simulated scans (gray columns) at dose reduction levels of 75%, 50% and 25% of the original dose. statistically significant from the 100% dose datasets (all P < 0.001). After dichotomization into the categories of diagnostic and nondiagnostic image quality, this significant difference vanished for the comparison of the 100% and 75% dose datasets (P ¼ .50) and remained for the comparison with the 50% and 25% dose groups (P < .001). The scoring system proved to be reproducible with substantial interobserver agreement (k ¼ .64).
DISCUSSION
Radiation dose reduction in CT has attracted increasing interest during the past years. 5 Several efforts have been taken to bypass the problem of lower dose scans primarily resulting in reduced image quality by, for example, automatically adapting tube currents and voltages or performing iterative reconstructions. [15] [16] [17] [18] In CTAs, methodical problems arise from the need of exact contrast media bolus timing. Optimum contrast is guaranteed by exact timing, which is either managed by determining the delay before initiation of the scan using a test bolus or by triggering the initiation by bolus tracking. 19 If an investigator wanted to perform several scans in a row, the comparability of scans acquired in a serial manner would be seriously limited due to different-and in most cases suboptimal-contrast phases.
Besides these methodical concerns, scanning a patient with different radiation dose protocols in a serial manner is not justifiable under ethical considerations, as the cumulated dose applied to any given patient in such a study would result in a multiple of the dose actually needed to perform sufficient diagnostics. Reducing the tube current arbitrariely would pose the risk of non-diagnostic results, which is not tolerable because of contrast material and radiation exposure.
For these reasons, the determination of the point at which the extent of radiation dose reduction and resulting image quality are in best balance remains complicated.
In 1997, Mayo et al 20 suggested adding noise to CT images to simulate scans with lower tube current and consecutively lower radiation dose. By applying a modified algorithm, we were able to simulate CTAs of the supra-aortic arch and neck vessels with lower tube current and directly compare original data with data acquired under simulated radiation dose reduction.
To verify the algorithm of noise simulation, we performed phantom scans. As shown by true and simulated phantom scans at different radiation dose reduction levels, we proved our algorithm to perform well in simulating radiation dose reductions to 25% of the original dose, which comprises a resulting tube current of 40 mAs.
In the patient study, all diagnostic scans were performed at a radiation dose of 100% of our standard protocol for the ethical and methodical reasons described above. In the objective image analysis, ROIs were placed in different levels of the right-sided carotid arteries. Determining the noise level by measuring the standard deviation within a ROI is an auxiliary construct. In an idealized situation, the standard deviation within a ROI is solely determined by quantum noise and is inversely proportional to the square root of the tube current and thus radiation dose. In this ideal situation, reducing the tube current to 25% doubles the image noise. In reality, however, other components additionally influence the standard deviation of a ROI to a more or less extent, for example streak artifacts. These components might carry disproportionately high weight in certain areas, for example at the skull base, shoulder level, or in vessels with higher grade calcifications. The common carotid artery above the shoulders is superimposed by only few artifacts. This results in the lowest noise at the radiation dose level of 100% (13.6 AE 3.0 HU; see Table 1 ), and therefore the highest SNR. Only in this segment, the noise measured within a ROI is inversely proportional to the square root of the radiation dose, as the standard deviation nearly doubles at a radiation dose level of 25% (26.5 AE 6.6 HU) compared to the 100% level (13.6 AE 3.0 HU). In the other segments, this relationship is weakened, as actual conditions such as wall calcifications, skull base artifacts, and so on lead to a per se higher standard deviation at the 100% radiation dose level. In these segments, the artifact-derived noise contributes in a nonnegligible extent to the standard deviation. For this reason, the SNR in these segments is reduced compared to the relatively artifact-free common carotid artery above the shoulders.
The noise increased along with simulated lower tube current in a significant manner. This increase of noise was visible during the subjective image analysis. Increased noise led to the subjective impression of decreased image quality in a significant extent between all simulated reduction datasets in comparison to the 100% true scan. Nonetheless, decreased subjective image quality not necessarily results in decreased diagnostic accuracy, proven by the nonsignificant differences of the 100% true scan in comparison with the 75% simulation in regards of diagnostic image quality.
Ultrasound and MRA are alternatives for evaluation of vessel pathologies without exposing the patient to radiation at all. Nonetheless, ultrasound features limitations in terms of distinguishing subtotal from total occlusion, artifacts due to calcifications, high operator variability, and detection of intracranial lesions. 21 CTA in contrast offers optimal reproducibility. 22 MRA can be performed without contrast agent or in a contrast-enhanced manner with different sequences, with each one suffering from a different combination of drawbacks including overestimation of stenosis degree, artifacts, long acquisition times, and constricted volume coverage. 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] One limitation of this work is its adaption to the standard protocol of our institute for CTA of the supra-aortic arch and neck vessels (140 Qual Ref. mAs and 120 kV with automatic kV selection, resulting in a reduced tube voltage of 100 kV in all patients). Nonetheless, the principle of simulating tube current reduction by artificially adding noise can easily be applied to different protocols. Our study, moreover, did not include iterative reconstructions, as these iterative processes would have interfered with the simulated noise, making it difficult to sufficiently assign observed effects to the opposed effects of noising and de-noising.
Performing diagnostic CTAs with reduced tube current might not be applicable or warrantable in every single patient just as a matter of principle. But performing low-dose imaging can be of great interest whenever scanning younger patients or scanning patients several times during a given period, for example in cases of follow-ups or control scans. With an already known lesion that solely needs to be followed up, all these control scans in our eyes could be performed with reduced tube current to decrease the patient's cumulative radiation dose.
Although it could be argued that standard protocols already provide relatively low effective radiation doses and x-ray exposure may be less of an issue in a predominantly high-aged patient group, the ALARA principle should still be followed.
As stated above, one major drawback of CTA is its radiation exposure. This study therefore suggests an easy-toimplement method of simulating CTAs of the carotid arteries and the vertebrobasilar system vessels with lower tube current for radiation dose reduction by artificially adding noise. We moreover provide evidence that lowering the radiation dose in a moderate extent to 75% of the standard dose does not significantly alter diagnostic image quality. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the effectiveness of scan simulations in determining the extent of reasonable radiation dose reduction in CTAs of the carotid arteries and the vertebrobasilar system vessels.
